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** Best Selling Series**University Park Series, books 1-3Opposing Sides, book 1:College senior,

Lexi Thompson, finds herself in a relationship to be wed to the universityâ€™s star baseball pitcher,

Collin Norris. Collinâ€™s damn hot, but his lack of spark has Lexi thinking twice before she says â€˜I

Doâ€™. When sheâ€™s forced to tutor bad boy football quarterback, Raven Davenport, she soon

discovers all the things sheâ€™s missing in her relationship with Collin. Will she succumb to the

temptations enticing her, or will Collin be able to convince his sweet, innocent fiancÃ©e that his love

for her is genuine despite his lack of affection?The Same Side, book 2:The engagement's off and

with Collin behind her, Lexi has decided that the temptations of Raven Davenport are too strong to

be ignored. It doesnâ€™t take long for Lexi and Raven to find themselves wrapped in each

otherâ€™s affection, but not without the challenges that life poses. But can she withstand the world

heâ€™s created or will the forces that are against them rip them apart? Love, faith, betrayal, and

heartache ripple through their lives as they fight to be on the same side.The Winning Side, book

3:Lexiâ€™s determined to keep her word and stand by Ravenâ€™s side because her love for him is

too strong to deny. As Raven learns to deal with the issues that are destined to destroy him and

their relationship, their love is taken to a new level. As doors are closed and new ones are opened,

Lexi and Raven find themselves in a heavenly bliss, but not without the challenges from Ravenâ€™s

past. With a true test of love, Lexi and Raven have to decide if they are willing to do whatever it

takes to be on the winning side.Recommended for ages 17+ due to language and adult situations
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>Book Review  University Park Series Box Set>I am an independent reviewer. This box set

contains the first 3 books in the University Park series and ends in an HEA. Raven is a troubled

college football star. He falls for innocent, Lexi. I have read this story many times before - the jock

falling for the good girl. This version of the story fell flat for me. Lexi and her twin brother, Luke, were

raised in a restrictive and borderline abusive environment. Throughout the story, LexiÃ¢Â€Â™s

mom is physically and mentally abusive towards Lexi. Late in the third book, the mom does a

complete 180 and is supportive and loving. With a large part of the story dealing with LexiÃ¢Â€Â™s

relationship with her parents, having the mom turn into a loving mom, for no real reason, made no

sense.>Raven is the only real character in the book. He struggles with depression and self-loathing.

He rationalizes poor behavior and is a man whore. Lexi is too good to be true. She stays true to

Raven, even after he cheats on her. The relationship between Lexi and Raven seems only physical.

They say they love each other, but seem very juvenile in their actions. A lot of RavenÃ¢Â€Â™s poor

choices are alluded to, but never disclosed.>This box set is appropriate for an adult audience. I am

giving the story 3 stars. I have read better versions of this plot. The characters didnÃ¢Â€Â™t reel

me in.

I guess I'm in the minority on this one! The books were okay - they just drug on quite a bit & there

were phrases (Raven's trap) & situations that kept repeating so much that sometimes I felt like

screaming. I don't think there was one character in the book that I absolutely loved or even liked, for

that matter. Maybe, I'm just getting too old for these types of books (but they are my favorite!), but I

got sick of reading about these college kids going out & partying to the point of getting sick, wanting

to have sex with everyone, spending all of mom & dad's money, being so depressed they can't get

out of bed, etc. - they sounded like teens & not people about to graduate college!

I don't usually read university based stories but picked up book one free. I was very pleasantly

surprised how enthralling this story was. I ended up purchasing the box set and loved all three



books. It was very hard to put down and I totally fell in love with Raven the bad boy trying to change

his life but finds himself being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Lexi is a very strong female ,

she stands by her man no matter what and fights to keep him on the straight and narrow despite her

family's objections. There are many twists and turns to keep the reader wanting more..

I have read every single one fo these books as individual books but when I saw that they were

available as a box set I had to purchase it again. I absolutely love Raven. Doporto didn't give us

your average "perfect" characters. Raven was anything but. He was an ex addict who struggled

daily and he was a man whore who slept around with anything in a skirt. Basically he was deeply

flawed. And I believe this is why we loved him so much. His flaws made him more real. He had his

demons, but he wanted and tried to overcome them. Lexi was weak and clingy, but she was exactly

what Raven needed. Together they made each other better.This has got to be, by far, my favorite

NA series to date. I can't wait to see if Doporto gives Colin his own story.

OMG I fell into the Raven's Trap almost as soon as we meet him. He has horrible demons that

torment him, but he still was working hard toward improving things. Yes he had issues and broke

many hearts, but he still did a lot of things right. Lexi was amazing throughout the series, but the

wishy-washy decisions she was making at the beginning between Raven and Collin was a bit hard

to take because I was already loving the idea of Raven and Lexi and I didn't like the way she would

seemingly lead him on just to turn him down. I also HATED her parents because of how harshly

they were raising her. This is a must read sports romance!!!! CM Doporto wrote an amazing series

that I couldn't put down!

I don't normally leave reviews. But the editing of thsee books is absolutely horrible. Missing words,

added words, duplication of the same word back to back. Changed the brother's name a couple

times, car brakes are actually speled brakes...not breaks. This author needs a new proof reader and

English 101 classes.

Loved the story line and the characters. Edge of my seat for multiple chapters, I wasn't sure I could

put it down.
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